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Why Building a Muon Collider

Leptons are the ideal probes of short-distance physics: 
Electroweak is dominant interaction, and EW+Higgs is main future target  
All the energy is stored in the colliding partons 
No energy “waste” due to parton distribution functions 
High-energy physics probed with much smaller collider energy

Estimate for EWK-only 
charged particles 
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Why Building a Muon Collider

Leptons are the ideal probes of short-distance physics: 
Electroweak is dominant interaction, and EW+Higgs is main future target  
All the energy is stored in the colliding partons 
No energy “waste” due to parton distribution functions 
High-energy physics probed with much smaller collider energy
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P5 2023 Report introduced notion of 
Partonic Centre of Mass (PCM) Energy 

10 TeV PCM 
can be reached by 10 TeV lepton collider 
or by a 100 TeV pp collider  
(but with QCD background)
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Why Building a Muon Collider

Leptons are the ideal probes of short-distance physics: 
Electroweak is dominant interaction, and EW+Higgs is main future target  
All the energy is stored in the colliding partons 
No energy “waste” due to parton distribution functions 
High-energy physics probed with much smaller collider energy

Electrons radiate too much  
[cannot accelerate them in rings above few 100 GeV] 

[linear colliders limited to few TeV by size and power]

Muons are heavy: synchrotron radiation is not an issue

Muon Collider
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Muon Colliders Status

Muon Colliders

1980 
First ideas

2011-2014 MAP in U.S. 
Muon Accelerator Program

2020 Update of EU Strategy 
outcome: set up collaboration
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Muon Colliders Status

Muon Colliders

1980 
First ideas

2011-2014 MAP in U.S. 
Muon Accelerator Program

2020 Update of EU Strategy 
outcome: set up collaboration

Cost and Sustainability

32

D. Schulte                        Muon Collider, LDG meeting, CERN, November 2023 
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CLIC is highest energy proposal with CDR
• No obvious way to further improve 

linear colliders (decades of R&D)
• Cost 18 GCHF, power approx. 500 MW

Rough rule of thumb:
• cost proportional to energy
• power proportional to luminosity

Muon Collider goals (10 TeV), challenging but reasonable:

• Much more luminosity than CLIC at 3 TeV (L=20x1034, CLIC: 

L=2x1034/6x1034)

• Lower power consumption than CLIC at 3 TeV (Pbeam,MC=0.5Pbeam,CLIC)
• Lower cost

LHC

FCC

CLIC

MC
10 TeV

MC 3 TeV

Staging is possible
Synergies exist (neutrino/higgs)
Unique opportunity for a high-energy, high-luminosity lepton collider
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Table 1: Tentative target parameters for MuCs of di↵erent energies based on the MAP design with modifications.

Parameter Symbol Unit Target value

Centre-of-mass energy Ecm TeV 3 10 14
Luminosity L 1 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 s�1 1.8 20 40

Collider circumference Ccoll km 4.5 10 14

Muons/bunch N 1 ⇥ 1012 2.2 1.8 1.8
Repetition rate fr Hz 5 5 5
Beam power Pcoll MW 5.3 14.4 20

Longitudinal emittance "l MeVm 7.5 7.5 7.5
Transverse emittance "? µm 25 25 25

IP bunch length �z mm 5 1.5 1.07
IP beta-function � mm 5 1.5 1.07
IP beam size � µm 3 0.9 0.63

by particles that are not at the focus. For example,
when the RMS bunch length is not zero, but �z = �⇤

?,
eq. (11) is replaced by

�? =
r

mµc�z"?
pfhg

, (12)

with a hourglass factor fhg ⇡ 0.76. The RMS longitudi-
nal emittance is "l = �mµc2���z where �� is the RMS
energy spread, so the luminosity may be expressed as

L ⇡
e⌧µ

(4⇡mµc)2
fhg��B̄

"?"L
Eµ

2N+N�nbfr , (13)

where Eµ = �mµc2 is the energy of the collding muons.1196

Naively, the number of muons reaching the accel-1197

erator may be obtained from the number and energy1198

of protons, i.e. from the proton beam power. This as-1199

sumes proton energy is fully converted to pions and1200

the capture and beam cooling systems have no losses.1201

In reality pion production is more complicated; practi-1202

cal constraints such as pion reabsorption, other particle1203

production processes and geometrical constraints in the1204

target have a significant e↵ect. Decay and transmission1205

losses occur in the ionisation cooling system that sig-1206

nificantly degrades the e�ciency.1207

The final number of muons per bunch in the collider,
N±, can be related to the proton beam power on target
Pp and the conversion e�ciency per proton per unit
energy ⌘± by

N± =
⌘⌧⌘±Pp

nbfr
. (14)

Overall the luminosity may be expressed as

L ⇡
e⌧µ

(4⇡mµc)2
| {z }

KL

fhg��B̄

"?"Lnbfr
⌘+⌘�(⌘⌧PpEµ)2

| {z }
P+P�

, (15)

where P± is the muon beam power per species and1208

KL = 4.38 ⇥ 1036 MeV MW�2 T�1 s�2.1209

This luminosity dependence yields a number of con-1210

sequences. The luminosity improves approximately with1211

the square of energy at fixed average bending field. We1212

thus find the desired scaling in eq. (15) that entails,1213

as discussed in the previous section, a constant rate1214

for very massive particles pair-production, as well as1215

a growing VBF rate for precision measurements. The1216

quadratic scaling of the luminosity with energy is pe-1217

culiar of muon colliders and it is not present, for ex-1218

ample, in a linear collider. This is because the beam1219

can be recirculated many times through the interaction1220

point. This yields an improvement in power e�ciency1221

with energy.1222

The luminosity is highest for collider rings having1223

strong dipole fields (large B̄), so that the circumference1224

is smaller and muons can pass through the interaction1225

region many times before decaying. For this reason a1226

separate collider ring with the highest available dipole1227

fields is proposed after the final acceleration stage, as1228

in Figure 9.1229

The luminosity is highest for a small number of very1230

high intensity bunches. The MAP design demanded a1231

single muon bunch of each charge, which yields the1232

highest luminosity per detector. Such a design would1233

preclude more than 2 interaction points for geometric1234

reasons.1235

The luminosity decreases linearly with the facility1236

repetition rate, assuming a fixed proton beam power.1237

For the baseline design, a low repetition rate has been1238

chosen relative to equivalent pulsed proton sources.1239

The luminosity decreases with the product of the1240

transverse and longitudinal emittance. It is important1241

to achieve a low beam emittance in order to deliver1242

satisfactory luminosity, while maintaining the highest1243

possible e�ciency ⌘± of converting protons to muons.1244

Based on these considerations, an approximate guide1245

to the luminosity normalised to beam power is shown1246

in Figure 10 and compared with the one of CLIC.1247
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The path to a new generation of experiments200

The main challenge to operating a detector at a201

muon collider is the fact that muons are unstable parti-202

cles. As such, it is impossible to study the muon inter-203

actions without being exposed to decays of the muons204

forming the colliding beams. From the moment the col-205

lider is turned on and the muon bunches start to cir-206

culate in the accelerator complex, the products of the207

in-flight decays of the muon beams and the results of208

their interactions with beam line material, or the detec-209

tors themselves, will reach the experiments contributing210

to polluting the otherwise clean collision environment.211

The ensemble of all these particles is usually known as212

“Beam Induced Backgrounds”, or BIB. The composi-213

tion, flux, and energy spectra of the BIB entering a214

detector is closely intertwined with the design of the215

experimental apparatus, such as the beam optics that216

integrate the detectors in the accelerator complex or the217

presence of shielding elements, and the collision energy.218

However, two general features broadly characterise the219

BIB: it is composed of low-energy particles with a broad220

arrival time in the detector.221

The design of an optimised muon collider detector222

is still in its infancy, but the work has initiated and223

it is reviewed in Section 4. It is already clear that the224

physics goals will require a fully hermetic detector able225

to resolve the trajectories of the outgoing particles and226

their energies. While the final design might look similar227

to those taking data at the LHC, the technologies at the228

heart of the detector will have to be new. The large flux229

of BIB particles sets requirements on the need to with-230

stand radiation over long periods of time, and the need231

to disentangle the products of the beam collisions from232

the particles entering the sensitive regions from uncom-233

mon directions calls for high-granularity measurements234

in space, time and energy. The development of these235

new detectors will profit from the consolidation of the236

successful solutions that were pioneered for example in237

the High Luminosity LHC upgrades, as well as brand238

new ideas. New solutions are being developed for use239

in the muon collider environment spanning from track-240

ing detectors, calorimeters systems and dedicated muon241

systems. The whole e↵ort is part of the push for the242

next generation of high-energy physics detectors, and243

new concepts targeted to the muon collider environ-244

ment might end up revolutionising other future pro-245

posed collider facilities as well.246

Together with a vibrant detector development pro-247

gram, new techniques and ideas needs to be developed248

in the interpretation of the energy depositions recorded249

by the instrumentation. The contributions from the BIB250

add an incoherent source of backgrounds that a↵ect dif-251

ferent detector systems in di↵erent ways and that are252

unprecedented at other collider facilities. The extreme253

multiplicity of energy depositions in the tracking de-254

tectors create a complex combinatorial problem that255

challenges the traditional algorithms for reconstruct-256

ing the trajectories of the charged particles, as these257

were designed for collisions where sprays of particles258

propagate outwards from the centre of the detector. At259

the same time, the potentially groundbreaking reach260

into the high-energy frontier will lead to strongly col-261

limated jets of particles that need to be resolved by262

the calorimeter systems, while being able to subtract263

with precision the background contributions. The chal-264

lenging environment of the muon collider o↵ers fertile265

ground for the development of new techniques, from266

traditional algorithms to applications of artificial intel-267

ligence and machine learning, to brand new computing268

technologies such as quantum computers.269

Muon collider plans270

The ongoing reassessment of the muon collider de-271

sign and the plans for R&D allow us to envisage a pos-272

sible path towards the realisation of the muon collider273

and a tentative technically-limited timeline, displayed274

in Figure 12.275

The goal [8] is a muon collider with a centre of mass
energy of 10 TeV or more (a 10+ TeV MuC). Passing
this energy threshold enables, among other things, a
vast jump ahead in the search of new heavy particles
relative to the LHC. The target integrated luminosity
is obtained by considering the cross-section of a typical
2 ! 2 scattering processes mediated by the electroweak
interactions, � ⇠ 1 fb ·(10 TeV)2/E2

cm
. In order to mea-

sure such cross-sections with good (percent-level) preci-
sion and to exploit them as powerful probes of short dis-
tance physics, around ten thousand events are needed.
The corresponding integrated luminosity is

Lint = 10 ab�1

✓
Ecm

10 TeV

◆2

. (1)

The luminosity requirement grows quadratically with276

the energy in order to compensate for the cross-section277

decrease. We will see in Section 3 that achieving this278

scaling is indeed possible at muon colliders.279

Assuming a muon collider operation time of 107 sec-
onds per year, and one interaction point, eq. (15) cor-
responds to an instantaneous luminosity

L =
5 years

time

✓
Ecm

10 TeV

◆2

2 · 1035cm�2s�1 . (2)

The current design target parameters (see Table 1) en-280

able to collect the required integrated luminosity in281

5 years of run, ensuring an appealingly compact tem-282

poral extension to the muon collider project even in283

5 yrs run, 1 IP:
3. Physics Opportunities

2019

Energy

Energy & Precision

Muons  
& 

neutrinos

Precision

Fig. 3.1: Left: Time distribution of the papers on muon colliders (grey) compared with those (blue) with
subject “Phenomenology-HEP” [1]. Right: Pictorial view of the muon colliders exploration opportuni-
ties.

for studying higher and higher energy collisions. On the other hand, the SM success should not be
overrated. The theoretical machinery of local field interactions the SM formulation builds upon is com-
patible with the profound principles of relativistic Quantum Field Theory, but it is not uniquely selected
by these principles, nor it is sufficient for a truly complete description of Nature that includes gravity.
Even within this partial framework of local Lagrangian field theory, the SM is highly non-unique and
its field content is merely engineered to accommodate the observed particles, and in fact not all of them
because the SM lacks a dark matter candidate. Since our present knowledge of fundamental particles
emerges from past observations, the existence or non-existence of other particles can be only established
by future observations. If the new particles are heavy, this requires a high-energy collider.

The most mysterious sector of the SM is the one associated with the breaking of the Electroweak
(EW) symmetry: the Higgs sector. The Higgs boson is not only the most recently discovered SM particle.
It is the first manifestation of a description of the massive spin one EW force carriers—by the formalism
of spontaneously-broken gauge theories—that can be extrapolated up to energies much above the EW
bosons mass. Testing the SM predictions for the properties and the couplings of the Higgs particle is
an important but indirect way to probe the validity of this novel description. The key innovation of the
Higgs theory is to offer a modelling of EW interactions in the multi-TeV energy regime. Its most striking
manifestations are thus the interplay between the Higgs and the EW bosons—and also the fermions, as
also their mass requires the Higgs—in high energy collisions.

At variance with other theoretical possibilities, the SM Higgs achieves the breaking of the EW
symmetry by a fundamental scalar field, which results into an elementary (point-like) Higgs boson.
The Naturalness Paradox famously displays the contradiction between the existence of elementary spin
zero particles and the Wilsonian interpretation of Quantum Field Theory. We will thus learn profound
lessons by probing if the Higgs particle is elementary—namely, if its size is much smaller than its
Compton wavelenght—or instead composite. Less radical possibilities to circumvent the Naturalness
Paradox such as Supersymmetry should be also investigated for the same reason.

The motivations for studying short-distance physics are strong, but broad. Therefore, a radical
advance requires an equally broad and comprehensive program of energy frontier exploration that lever-
ages many diverse strategies of investigation. The multiple exploration strategies available at a muon

20

(f t muon collider*) 
Pheno papers
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Muon Colliders Status

Muon Colliders

1980 
First ideas

2011-2014 MAP in U.S. 
Muon Accelerator Program

2020 Update of EU Strategy 
outcome: set up collaboration

2023 P5 outcome:  
“The Muon Shot”

Although we do not know if a muon collider is ultimately feasible, the 
road toward it leads to a series of proton beam improvements and 
neutrino beam facilities, each producing world-class science while 
performing critical R&D towards a muon collider. At the end of the 

path is an unparalleled global facility on US soil.  
This is our Muon Shot.

Resurrection of collider 
ambitions in USA!
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Muon Colliders Status

Muon Colliders

1980 
First ideas

2011-2014 MAP in U.S. 
Muon Accelerator Program

2020 Update of EU Strategy 
outcome: set up collaboration

2023 P5 outcome:  
“The Muon Shot”

?
2026 ESPPU:  

“The Muon Shot”

As per ESPPU 2020 and LDG mandate, IMCC will provide 
ESPPU 2026 with an evaluation report, aimed at: 

Assessing MuC potential (no showstopper identified) 
Detailing R&D path plan (including technical demonstrator(s)) 
We are few years away from establishing MuC feasibility!
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Muon Collider Physics

In short:
—discover new particles with presently 
inaccessible mass, including WIMP dark 
matter candidate

—discover cracks in the SM by the precise 
study of the Higgs boson, including the the 
precise direct measurement of triple Higgs 
coupling. 

—uniquely pursue the quantum imprint of 
new phenomena in novel observables by 
combining precision with energy. 

—give unique access to new physics coupled 
to muons and delivers beams of neutrinos 
with unprecedented properties from the 
muons decay. 

Energy

Energy&Precision

Muons 

Precision

Neutrinos

But also:
—unique probe of EW+Higgs in novel 
high-energy regime. 
The SM is a great physics case! 
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Energy

Energy&Precision

Muons 

Precision

Neutrinos

Energy

Figure 1: Number of EW pair-production events, computed with MadGraph [12], using the E↵ective
Photon Approximation for the calculation of the neutral VBF production cross-section. Namely, neutral
VBF is evaluated as the sum of the 4 subprocess initiated by l+l�, l+�, �l�, and ��, with a

p
�Q2 >

30 GeV cut on the virtual photons and the correspondingQmax = 30 GeV cuto↵ in the photon distribution
function. The photon distribution function is the one for muons. The neutral VBF cross-section would
thus be larger than what shown in the figure at the e+e� VHEL because of the smaller electron mass.

models [9]. We see that the statistics is su�cient to discover all particles up around the collider
mass-threshold Ecm/2, provided they decay to energetic and easily detectable SM particles. By
comparing with the reach projections of other future collider projects (see [10]), this simple
plot is su�cient to qualify as striking the direct discovery potential of the VHEL, especially
for Ecm � 14 TeV. On the other hand, detailed detector-level studies including BIB mitigation
strategies are compulsory to assess the observability of BSM particles decaying to soft objects
(because of, e.g., a compressed spectrum), or displaying disappearing tracks signatures like the

Higgsino/Wino (eh/fW ) Minimal Dark Matter candidates. The possibility of observing these
candidates indirectly through their radiative e↵ects, bypassing all this kind of complications,
has been studied in Ref. [11]. The reach of mono-photon searches has been also studied [7].

The VHEL potential for indirect new physics discoveries is equally or perhaps even more
striking that the direct one, but it is slightly less trivial to assess and to illustrate. The present
paper aims at outlining the elements for this assessment, based on selected sensitivity estimates.

The indirect physics potential emerges from the combination of two items. The first one is
that indirect e↵ects of heavy new physics e↵ects are generically more pronounced on processes
that take place at higher energy, i.e. closer to the new physics scale. In the E↵ective Field
Theory (EFT) description this is merely the observation that the corrections from operators of
dimension larger than 4 can grow polynomially with the energy. The luminosity benchmark in
eq. (1) generically allows for measurements of 2 ! 2 short-distance electroweak scattering pro-
cesses with percent or few-percent (i.e., moderate) precision. Still, a dimension-6 EFT operator
displaying quadratic energy growth, inducing relative corrections to the SM of order E2

cm/⇤
2,

could be probed at the VHEL with Ecm � 10 TeV for an e↵ective interaction scale ⇤ in the
ballpark of 100 TeV. On a process occurring at the EW scale, of 100 GeV, ⇤ ⇠ 100 TeV would
instead contribute as an unobservable O(10�6) relative correction. The power of precision probes
based on high-energy cross-section measurements has been outlined extensively in the context
of CLIC studies [13]. They make, for instance, the highest energy stage of CLIC comparable
or superior to the other future colliders project on physics targets such as Higgs and Top com-
positeness [10]. By rescaling the highest CLIC available energy, of 3 TeV, to the lowest VHEL
energy of 10 TeV, we immediately conclude that the VHEL performances are expected to be
vastly superior to those of any other project currently under discussion.
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Fig. 3: Left panel: exclusion and discovery mass reach on Higgsino and Wino Dark Matter candidates at
muon colliders from disappearing tracks, and at other facilities. The plot is adapted from Ref. [9]. Right:
exclusion contour [4] for a scalar singlet of mass m� mixed with the Higgs boson with strength sin �

small mass-splitting. WIMP DM can be studied at muon colliders in several channels (such as mono-
photon) without directly observing the charged state [7, 8]. Alternatively, one can instead exploit the
disappearing tracks produced by the charged particle [9]. The result is displayed on the left panel of
Figure 3 for the simplest candidates, known as Higgsino and Wino. A 10 TeV muon collider reaches
the “thermal” mass, marked with a dashed line, for which the observed relic abundance is obtained by
thermal freeze out. Other minimal WIMP candidates become kinematically accessible at higher muon
collider energies [7,8]. Muon colliders could actually even probe some of these candidates when they are
above the kinematical threshold, by studying their indirect effects on high-energy SM processes [10,11].

New physics particles are not necessarily coupled to the SM by gauge interaction. One setup
that is relevant in several BSM scenarios (including models of baryogenesis, dark matter, and neutral
naturalness) is the “Higgs portal” one, where the BSM particles interact most strongly with the Higgs
field. By the Goldstone Boson Equivalence Theorem, Higgs field couplings are interactions with the
longitudinal polarizations of the SM massive vector bosons W and Z, which enable Vector Boson Fusion
(VBF) production of the new particles. A muon collider is extraordinarily sensitive to VBF production,
owing to the large luminosity for effective vector bosons. This is illustrated on the right panel of Figure 3,
in the context of a benchmark model [4,12] (see also [13,14]) where the only new particle is a real scalar
singlet with Higgs portal coupling. The coupling strength is traded for the strength of the mixing with
the Higgs particle, sin �, that the interaction induces. The scalar singlet is the simplest extension of the
Higgs sector. Extensions with richer structure, such as involving a second Higgs doublet, are a priori
easier to detect as one can exploit the electroweak production of the new charged Higgs bosons, as well
as their VBF production. See Ref.s [15–17] for dedicated studies, and Ref. [18] for a review.

We have seen that in several cases the muon collider direct reach compares favorably to the one
of the most ambitious future proton collider project. This is not a universal statement, in particular it is
obvious that at a muon collider it is difficult to access heavy particles that carry only QCD interactions.
One might also expect a muon collider of 10 TeV to be generically less effective than a 100 TeV proton
collider for the detection of particles that can be produced singly. For instance, for additional Z

0 massive
vector bosons, that can be probed at the FCC-hh well above the 10 TeV mass scale. We will see in
Section 5 that the situation is slightly more complex and that, in the case of Z

0s, a 10 TeV muon collider
sensitivity actually exceeds the one of the FCC-hh dramatically (see the right panel of Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4 Left panel: exclusion and discovery mass reach on Higgsino and Wino dark matter candidates at muon colliders from
disappearing tracks, and at other facilities. The plot is adapted from Ref. [45]. Right: exclusion contour [22] for a scalar singlet
of mass m� mixed with the Higgs boson with strength sin �. More details in Section 5.1.3.

ment, without large physics backgrounds from QCD, a
10 TeV muon collider (over-)qualifies as a Higgs fac-
tory [22, 54–57]. Unlike e+e� Higgs factories, a muon
collider also produces Higgs pairs copiously, enabling
accurate and direct measurements of the Higgs trilinear
coupling [21,23,54] and possibly also of the quadrilinear
coupling [58].

The opportunities for Higgs physics at a muon col-
lider are summarised extensively in Section 5.1.1. In
Figure 6 we report for illustration the results of a 10-
parameter fit to the Higgs couplings in the -framework
at a 10 TeV MuC, and the sensitivity projections on
the anomalous Higgs trilinear coupling ��. The table
shows that a 10 TeV MuC will improve significantly and
broadly our knowledge of the properties of the Higgs
boson. The combination with the measurements per-
formed at an e+e� Higgs factory, reported on the third
column, does not affect the sensitivity to several cou-
plings appreciably, showing the good precision that a
muon collider alone can attain. However, it also shows
complementarity with an e+e� Higgs factory program.

On the right panel of the figure we see that the per-
formances of muon colliders in the measurement of ��

are similar or much superior to the one of the other
future colliders where this measurement could be per-
formed. In particular, CLIC measures �� at the 10%
level [59], and the FCC-hh sensitivity ranges from 3.5
to 8% depending on detector assumptions [60]. A de-
termination of �� that is way more accurate than the
HL-LHC projections is possible already at a low energy
stage of a muon collider with Ecm = 3 TeV as discussed
in Section 5.1.1.

The potential of a muon collider as a vector bo-
son collider has not been explored fully. In particular a
systematic investigation of vector boson scattering pro-

cesses, such as WW !WW , has not been performed.
The key role played by the Higgs boson to eliminate
the energy growth of the corresponding Feynman am-
plitudes could be directly verified at a muon collider
by means of differential measurements that extend well
above one TeV for the invariant mass of the scattered
vector bosons. Along similar lines, differential measure-
ments of the WW ! HH process has been studied
in [23, 54] (see also [21]) as an effective probe of the
composite nature of the Higgs boson, with a reach that
is comparable or superior to the one of Higgs coupling
measurements. A similar investigation was performed
in [21,22] (see also [21]) for WW!tt, aimed at probing
Higgs-top interactions.

2.4 High-energy measurements

Direct µ+µ� annihilation, such as HZ and tt produc-
tion, displays a number of expected events of the order
of several thousands, reported in Figure 5. These are
much less than the events where a Higgs or a tt pair
are produced from VBF, but they are sharply differ-
ent and easily distinguishable. The invariant mass of
the particles produced by direct annihilation is indeed
sharply peaked at the collider energy Ecm, while the
invariant mass rarely exceeds one tenth of Ecm in the
VBF production mode.

The good statistics and the limited or absent back-
ground thus enables few-percent level measurements of
SM cross sections for hard scattering processes of en-
ergy Ecm = 10 TeV at the 10 TeV MuC. An incomplete
list of the many possible measurements is provided in
Ref. [61], including the resummed effects of EW radia-
tion on the cross section predictions. It is worth empha-
sising that also charged final states such as WH or `⌫
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic contributions to the qq ! q
0
q
0
WW process. On the left, the scattering

topology. On the right, one representative “radiation” diagram.

that factorization fails for massive vector particles. On the other, because it suggests that it

simply does not make sense, even in an ideal experimental situation, to extract in a model

independent way the on-shell �WWWW � correlator from experimental data: the interesting

physics of WW scattering would always be mixed up in an intricate way with SM e�ects.

We thus believe that studying the conditions for the applicability of EWA is important, and

timely as well. Obviously the goal is not to find a fast and clever way to do computations.

One should view EWA as a selection tool that allows to identify the relevant kinematic region

of the complete process, the one which is more sensitive to the EWSB dynamics. One would

want to focus on the kinematics where EWA applies not to speed up the computations, but

to gain sensitivity to the relevant physics.

In this paper we shall analyze in detail the applicability of EWA. We will find, not

surprisingly, that, in the proper kinematic regime, factorization is valid and EWA works

egregiously. In order to prove that, we shall not need to focus, as KS did, on the case of

a heavy Higgs or a strongly interacting EWSB sector, actually we shall not even need to

restrict on the specific sub-process WW ! WW . Factorization indeed does not rely in any

way on the detailed nature of the hard sub-process. It relies instead on the existence of a

large separation of virtuality scales between the sub-process and the collinear W emission.

That only depends on kinematics and corresponds to requiring forward energetic jets and

hard high P� outgoing W ’s. When those conditions are imposed EWA works well, for both

longitudinally and transversely polarized W ’s, also including the case of weakly-coupled

EWSB (light and elementary Higgs) where all helicities interact with the same strength

⇠ gW at all energies.

One serious issue in the applicability of EWA is the size of the subleading corrections.
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Abstract
The perspective of designing muon colliders with high energy and luminosity,
which is being investigated by the International Muon Collider Collaboration,
has triggered a growing interest in their physics reach.

We present a concise summary of the muon collider potential to explore new
physics, leveraging on the unique possibility of combining high available en-
ergy with very precise measurements.

† The low FCC-hh mass reach on Top Partners
could be due to a non-optimal analysis

4

Fig. 2: Left panel: the number of expected events (from Ref. [6], see also [2]) at a 10 TeV muon collider,
with 10 ab�1 luminosity, for several BSM particles. Right panel: 95% CL mass reach, from Ref. [5], at
the HL-LHC (solid bars) and at the FCC-hh (shaded bars). The tentative discovery reach of a 10, 14 and
30 TeV muon collider are reported as horizontal lines.

particles can be definitely discovered up to the kinematical threshold. Taking into account that entire
target integrated luminosity will be collected in 5 years, a few months of run could be sufficient for a
discovery. Afterwards, the large production rate will allow us to observe the new particles decaying
in multiple final states and to measure kinematical distributions. We will thus be in the position of
characterizing the properties of the newly discovered states precisely. Similar considerations hold for
muon colliders with higher Ecm, up to the fact that the kinematical mass threshold obviously grows to
Ecm/2. Notice however that the production cross-section decreases as 1/E

2
cm.1 Therefore we obtain as

many events as in the left panel of Figure 2 only if the integrated luminosity grows as

Lint = 10 ab�1
✓

Ecm

10 TeV

◆2

. (1)

A luminosity that is lower than this by a factor of around 10 would not affect the discovery reach, but it
might, in some cases, slightly reduce the potential for characterizing the discoveries.

The direct reach of muon colliders vastly and generically exceeds the sensitivity of the High-
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). This is illustrated by the solid bars on the right panel of Figure 2, where
we report the projected HL-LHC mass reach [5] on several BSM states. The 95% CL exclusion is
reported, instead of the discovery, as a quantification of the physics reach. Specifically, we consider
Composite Higgs fermionic top-partners T (e.g., the X5/3 and the T2/3) and supersymmetric particles
such as stops et , charginos e�±

1 , stau leptons e⌧ and squarks eq . For each particle we report the highest
possible mass reach, as obtained in the configuration for the BSM particle couplings and decay chains
that maximizes the hadron colliders sensitivity. The reach of a 100 TeV proton-proton collider (FCC-hh)
is shown as shaded bars on the same plot. The muon collider reach, displayed as horizontal lines for
Ecm = 10, 14 and 30 TeV, exceeds the one of the FCC-hh for several BSM candidates and in particular,
as expected, for purely electroweak charged states.

Several interesting BSM particles do not decay to easily detectable final states, and an assessment
of their observability requires dedicated studies. A clear case is the one of minimal WIMP Dark Matter
(DM) candidates (see e.g. [4] and references therein). The charged state in the DM electroweak multiplet
is copiously produced, but it decays to the invisible DM plus a soft undetectable pion, owing to the

1The scaling is violated by the vector boson annihilation channel, which however is relevant only at low mass.
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Energy

Energy&Precision

Muons 

Precision

Neutrinos

10 M Higgs bosons produced

HL-LHC HL-LHC HL-LHC
+10 TeV +10 TeV

+ ee

W 1.7 0.1 0.1
Z 1.5 0.4 0.1
g 2.3 0.7 0.6
� 1.9 0.8 0.8
Z� 10 7.2 7.1
c - 2.3 1.1
b 3.6 0.4 0.4
µ 4.6 3.4 3.2
⌧ 1.9 0.6 0.4


⇤
t 3.3 3.1 3.1

⇤ No input used for µ collider
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FCC-hh

Fig. 5: Left panel: 1� sensitivities (in %) from a 10-parameter fit in the -framework at a 10 TeV muon
collider with 10 ab�1 [18], compared with HL-LHC. The effect of measurements from a 250 GeV e

+
e
�

Higgs factory is also reported. Right panel: sensitivity to �� for different Ecm. The luminosity is as in
eq. (1) for all energies, apart from Ecm=3 TeV, where doubled luminosity (of 1.8 ab�1) is assumed [18].

In the right panel of the figure we see that the performances of muon colliders in the measurement
of �� are similar or much superior to the one of the other future colliders where this measurement
could be performed. In particular, CLIC measures �� at the 10% level [24], and the FCC-hh sensitivity
ranges from 3.5 to 8% depending on detector assumptions [25]. A determination of �� that is way more
accurate than the HL-LHC projections is possible already at a low energy stage of a muon collider with
Ecm = 3 TeV.

The potential of a muon collider as a vector boson collider has not been explored fully. In particular
a systematic investigation of vector boson scattering processes, such as WW ! WW , has not been
performed. The key role played by the Higgs boson to eliminate the energy growth of the corresponding
Feynman amplitudes could be directly verified at a muon collider by means of differential measurements
that extend well above one TeV for the invariant mass of the scattered vector bosons. Along similar
lines, differential measurements of the WW !HH process has been studied in [6, 19] (see also [2]) as
an effective probe of the composite nature of the Higgs boson, with a reach that is comparable or superior
to the one of Higgs coupling measurements. A similar investigation was performed in [2,4] (see also [2])
for WW!tt, aimed at probing Higgs-top interactions.

5 High-energy measurements
Direct µ

+
µ

� annihilation, such as HZ and tt production reported in Figure 4, displays a number of
expected events of the order of several thousands. These are much less than the events where a Higgs or
a tt pair are produced from VBF, but they are sharply different and easily distinguishable. The invariant
mass of the particles produced by direct annihilation is indeed sharply peaked at the collider energy Ecm,
while the invariant mass rarely exceeds one tenth of Ecm in the VBF production mode.

The good statistics and the limited or absent background thus enables percent of few-percent level
measurements of SM cross sections for hard scattering processes of energy Ecm = 10 TeV or more.
An incomplete list of the many possible measurements is provided in Ref. [26], including the resummed
effects of EW radiation on the cross section predictions. It is worth emphasizing that also charged final
states such as WH or `⌫ are copiously produced at a muon collider. The electric charge mismatch with
the neutral µ

+
µ

� initial state is compensated by the emission of soft and collinear W bosons, that occurs
with high probability because of the large energy.
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Permille-level precision 
on Higgs couplings

HL-LHC HL-LHC HL-LHC
+10 TeV +10 TeV

+ ee

W 1.7 0.1 0.1
Z 1.5 0.4 0.1
g 2.3 0.7 0.6
� 1.9 0.8 0.8
Z� 10 7.2 7.1
c - 2.3 1.1
b 3.6 0.4 0.4
µ 4.6 3.4 3.2
⌧ 1.9 0.6 0.4


⇤
t 3.3 3.1 3.1

⇤ No input used for µ collider
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FCC-hh

Fig. 5: Left panel: 1� sensitivities (in %) from a 10-parameter fit in the -framework at a 10 TeV muon
collider with 10 ab�1 [18], compared with HL-LHC. The effect of measurements from a 250 GeV e

+
e
�

Higgs factory is also reported. Right panel: sensitivity to �� for different Ecm. The luminosity is as in
eq. (1) for all energies, apart from Ecm=3 TeV, where doubled luminosity (of 1.8 ab�1) is assumed [18].

In the right panel of the figure we see that the performances of muon colliders in the measurement
of �� are similar or much superior to the one of the other future colliders where this measurement
could be performed. In particular, CLIC measures �� at the 10% level [24], and the FCC-hh sensitivity
ranges from 3.5 to 8% depending on detector assumptions [25]. A determination of �� that is way more
accurate than the HL-LHC projections is possible already at a low energy stage of a muon collider with
Ecm = 3 TeV.

The potential of a muon collider as a vector boson collider has not been explored fully. In particular
a systematic investigation of vector boson scattering processes, such as WW ! WW , has not been
performed. The key role played by the Higgs boson to eliminate the energy growth of the corresponding
Feynman amplitudes could be directly verified at a muon collider by means of differential measurements
that extend well above one TeV for the invariant mass of the scattered vector bosons. Along similar
lines, differential measurements of the WW !HH process has been studied in [6, 19] (see also [2]) as
an effective probe of the composite nature of the Higgs boson, with a reach that is comparable or superior
to the one of Higgs coupling measurements. A similar investigation was performed in [2,4] (see also [2])
for WW!tt, aimed at probing Higgs-top interactions.

5 High-energy measurements
Direct µ

+
µ

� annihilation, such as HZ and tt production reported in Figure 4, displays a number of
expected events of the order of several thousands. These are much less than the events where a Higgs or
a tt pair are produced from VBF, but they are sharply different and easily distinguishable. The invariant
mass of the particles produced by direct annihilation is indeed sharply peaked at the collider energy Ecm,
while the invariant mass rarely exceeds one tenth of Ecm in the VBF production mode.

The good statistics and the limited or absent background thus enables percent of few-percent level
measurements of SM cross sections for hard scattering processes of energy Ecm = 10 TeV or more.
An incomplete list of the many possible measurements is provided in Ref. [26], including the resummed
effects of EW radiation on the cross section predictions. It is worth emphasizing that also charged final
states such as WH or `⌫ are copiously produced at a muon collider. The electric charge mismatch with
the neutral µ

+
µ

� initial state is compensated by the emission of soft and collinear W bosons, that occurs
with high probability because of the large energy.

10

Higgs 3-linearPrecision
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100

Fig. 99 Summary of MuC and low-energy constraints on flavor-violating 3-body lepton decays. The colored horizontal lines
show the sensitivity to the ⌧3µ operator at various energies, all assuming 1 ab�1 of data. The dashed horizontal (vertical)
lines show the current or expected sensitivity from ⌧ ! 3µ (µ ! 3e) decays for comparison. The diagonal black lines show the
expected relationship between different Wilson coefficients with various ansatz for the scaling of the flavor-violating operators
(e.g., “Anarchy” assumes that all Wilson coefficients are O(1)).

blets develop a vev
⌦
H0

d

↵
= vd and

⌦
H0

u

↵
= vu, wherep

v2
d

+ v2
u

= v = 174 GeV and tan � = vu/vd. The ef-
fective interactions generated by integrating out heavy
leptons is then

L � yµµ̄LµRHd �
mLE

µ

v3
d

µ̄LµRHd(H
†
d
Hd). (66)

Similar modifications to Z, W , and the SM-like Higgs
couplings to the muon are also generated after EWSB.
Including the additional corrections to �aµ from heavy
charged and neutral Higgs bosons leads to [36,335]

�aµ = �
1 + tan2 �

16⇡2

mµmLE

µ

v2
, mLE

µ
⌘

�L�̄�E

MLME

v3
d
, (67)

where ML,E ' mH,A,H± is assumed for simplicity. The
first term in eq. (67) results from the same loops as in
the SM, i.e. involving the Z, W , and SM-like Higgs,
whereas the second term, enhanced in comparison by
tan2 �, results from the additional contributions from
the heavy Higgses. The corresponding requirement to
satisfy �aµ within 1� then becomes

mLE

µ
/mµ = (�1.07 ± 0.25)/(1 + tan2 �). (68)

Just as in the previous section, effective interactions
between the muon and multiple Higgs bosons are gen-
erated via the single dimension-six operator in eq. (58).
Thus, predictions for di- and tri-Higgs cross sections
follow in the same way simply by replacing mLE

µ
with

the corresponding definition in eq. (67). Considering

eq. (68), it follows that �µ+µ�!hh and �µ+µ�!hhh cross
sections in a type-II 2HDM decrease as 1/ tan4 �.

Figure 97 shows the tan � dependence of �µ+µ�!hh

and �µ+µ�!hhh/s as obtained from the effective la-
grangian when �aµ is achieved within 1� (shaded range)
and ML,E ' mH,A,H± . The dot-dashed and dashed
lines correspond to the predictions corresponding to the
central value of �aµ and mH,A,H± = 3 ⇥ ML,E and
mH,A,H± = 5 ⇥ ML,E , respectively. Its expected that
future measurements of h ! µ+µ� will probe tan � up
to ⇠ 5 and the inset zooms into this region [100].

For a MuC running at centre-of-mass energy of 3
TeV with, for example, 1 ab�1 of luminosity, 3 di-Higgs
events are expected in these scenarios for tan � ' 3. For
tri-Higgs the same sensitivity does not extend much
above tan � ' 1. When mH,A,H± = 5 ⇥ ML,E , the
corresponding sensitivities to tan � increase to about
tan � ' 5 and 2.5 for di-Higgs and tri-Higgs signals,
respectively.

These conclusions also extend to models with addi-
tional scalars where the SM Higgs is only one compo-
nent of the scalar sector responsible for EWSB. Mixing
within the Higgs sector (e.g. tan � in a 2HDM) intro-
duces a free parameter to the predictions and correla-
tions between the muon magnetic moment and effective
Higgs couplings. Thus, the corresponding predictions
for di- and tri-Higgs signals at a MuC are not as sharp
in these scenarios as compared to the SM. Though in
a 2HDM the observables parametrically interpolate be-
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Fig. 95 Reach on the muon anomalous magnetic moment �aµ and muon EDM dµ, as a function of the MuC collider center-
of-mass energy

p
s, from the labeled processes. Figure taken from [98].

reconstructing the top quarks, and requiring a statisti-
cally significant deviation from the SM µµ ! tt̄ back-
ground, with cross section �SM

tt̄
⇡ 1.7 fb

�
10 TeV/

p
s
�2.

A similar analysis can be performed for semi-leptonic
operator involving charm quarks. If the contribution
from the charm loop dominates, we can probe |�aµ| ⇡

3⇥10�9(10 TeV/⇤)2|Cµc

T
| through the process µµ ! c̄c.

In this case, unitarity constraints on the new physics
coupling Cµc

T
require a much lower new physics scale

⇤ . 10 TeV, so that our effective theory analysis will
only hold for lower centre of mass energies. Combining
eq. (48) and (52), with c $ t, we find

�cc̄ ⇡ 100 fb

✓ p
s

3 TeV

◆2✓
�aµ

3 ⇥ 10�9

◆2

. (53)

The SM cross section for µ+µ�
! cc̄ at

p
s = 3 TeV is

⇠ 19 fb. In Figure 95 we show the 95% C.L. constraints
on the top and charm contributions to �aµ as red and
orange lines, respectively, as functions of the collider en-
ergy. Notice that the charm contribution can be probed
already at

p
s = 1 TeV, while the top contribution can

be probed at
p

s = 10 TeV.

Electric dipole moments. So far, CP conservation has
been assumed. If however the coefficients Ce� , CeZ or
CT are complex, an electric dipole moment (EDM) dµ
is unavoidably generated for the muon. Since the cross
sections in eq. (50) and (52) are proportional to the ab-
solute values of the same coefficients, a MuC offers a
unique opportunity to test also dµ. The current experi-
mental limit dµ < 1.9 ⇥ 10�19 e cm was set by the BNL
E821 experiment [318] and the new E989 experiment at
Fermilab aims to decrease this by two orders of mag-
nitude [319]. Similar sensitivities could be reached also
by the J-PARC g-2 experiment [320].

From the model-independent relation [321]

dµ
tan �µ

=
�aµ

2mµ

e ' 3 ⇥ 10�22

✓
�aµ

3⇥10�9

◆
e cm , (54)

where �µ is the argument of the dipole amplitude, the
bounds on �aµ in Figure 95 can be translated into a
nearly model-independent constraint on dµ by assum-
ing tan �µ ⇡ 1. We find that a 10 TeV MuC can reach
a sensitivity comparable to the ones expected at Fermi-
lab [319] and J-PARC [320], while at a 30 TeV collider
one gets the bound dµ . 3 ⇥ 10�22 e cm.

Direct searches for BSM particles generating the g-2

We now review the model-exhaustive analyses con-
ducted in [34, 35] and [37], examining all possible per-
turbative BSM solutions to the g-2 anomaly to un-
derstand the associated direct production signatures of
new states at future MuCs, and we summarise the re-
lated no-lose theorem. This model-exhaustive analysis
first finds the highest possible mass scale of new physics
subject only to perturbative unitarity, and optionally
the requirements of minimum flavour violation and/or
naturalness. It is assumed that one-loop effects involv-
ing BSM states are responsible for the anomaly. Scenar-
ios where new contributions only appear at higher loop
order require a lower BSM mass scale to generate the
required new contribution. All possible one-loop BSM
contributions to �aµ can be organised into two classes:
Singlet Scenarios, in which the BSM g-2 contribution
only involves a muon and a new SM singlet boson that
couples to the muon, and electroweak (EW) Scenarios,
in which new states with EW quantum numbers con-
tribute to g-2.

Muon g-2

Complementarity with low-energy 
Lepton Flavour Violation probes
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Fig. 2.4: The energy spectrum of neutrino interactions produced by the 3 TeV and 10 TeV MuC in one
year, overlaid with the summary plot in Ref. [93] for past and planned neutrino experiments. The solid
and dashed lines assume, respectively, a small 10 kg and a realistic 1 ton target mass.

10 TeV MuC.

Progress can also come from the extrapolation of the physics reach of modern LHC-based neu-
trino experiments. For example, Ref. [96] studied the opportunities for QCD and hadronic physics
studies, and Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) [97] determination, offered by neutrino Deep Inelas-
tic Scattering (DIS) at these facilities. The right panel of Fig. 2.3 shows the expected DIS event yields
in the x–Q2 plane at the 10 TeV muon collider. The figure conservatively assumes the 10 kg target.
The unprecedented rate of events will make possible a very fine binning with permille-level statistical
uncertainties in the whole kinematic region covered and enables multi-differential measurements, such
as those required to access the 3D structure of the proton in terms of non-perturbative quantities such as
transverse-momentum dependent PDFs or generalised PDFs. The large statistics can be positively com-
pared with the predicted event yields at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [98]. A far-forward neutrino
detector at the muon collider would therefore provide a charged-current analog of the EIC.

2.2.2 Stages

We conclude this section with a physics-driven assessment of the opportunities of muon colliders of
lower energy or lower luminosity, to be possibly operated during the construction of the 10 TeV MuC
facility in a staged approach.

At order 100 GeV energy the luminosity is not competitive with the one of electron-positron
colliders, however (see Ref. [4] and references therein) muon colliders feature specific opportunities in
this range of energy. One is to operate at 125 GeV energy in the centre of mass, exploiting the large
muon Yukawa coupling to produce the Higgs boson in the s-channel. This would enable a percent-level
direct determination of the Higgs boson width, an astonishingly precise Higgs mass measurement at
one part per million and few permille measurement of the muon Yukawa coupling. Alternatively, or in
addition, a muon collider operating at the threshold for the production of a pair of tops (which muon

29

Neutrino Flux Mitigation

D. Schulte Muon Collider, Collider Forum 1, October 2021

Need mitigation of arcs at 10+ TeV: idea of Mokhov, Ginneken to move beam in aperture
Our approach: move collider ring components, e.g. vertical bending with 1% of main field

Need to study mover system, 
magnet, connections 
and impact on beam

15 cm

~2 x 600 m Opening angle ± 1 mradian

14 TeV, in 200 m deep tunnel 
comparable to LHC case

14

t1

t2
s1

neutrinos

Neutrino Hazard “Ring” dose and “straight section” 
dose
(plot from B.King, hep-ex/005006)

4

Expected scaling laws:
Ring:          N * E3, from Energy*cross section*1/
Straight: : N *E4, from Energy*cross section*1/ *1/

arc

Concentrate neutrino cone from arcs 
can approach legal limits for 14 TeV

Goal is to reduce to level similar to LHC

3 TeV, 200 m deep tunnel is about OK

Working on different 
approaches for experimental 
insertion

spectrum of ν interactions at a 
“plausible” far-fwd detector

straight sect.
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Muon Collider Physics: a SM view

E ≪ mW

E ≳ mW

June 16, 2015 15:44 60 Years of CERN Experiments and Discoveries – 9.75in x 6.5in b2114-ch06 page 149

The Discovery of the W and Z Particles 149

Fig. 10. UA1 distribution of the missing transverse momentum (called EMIS
T in this plot) for

equal bins of (EMIS
T )2. The events shown as dark areas in this plot contain a high pT electron.

from momentum conservation that !pmiss
T is equal to the neutrino transverse

momentum.
Figure 10 shows the |!pmiss

T | distribution, as measured by UA1 from the 1982
data.9 There is a component decreasing approximately as |!pmiss

T |2 due to the effect
of calorimeter resolution in events without significant |!pmiss

T |, followed by a flat
component due to events with genuine |!pmiss

T |. Six events with high |!pmiss
T | in the

distribution of Fig. 10 contain a high-pT electron. The !pmiss
T vector in these events

is almost back-to-back with the electron transverse momentum vector, as shown in
Fig. 11. These events are interpreted as due to W → eνe decay. This result was first
announced at a CERN seminar on January 20, 1983. Figure 12 shows the graphics
display of one of these events.

The results from the UA2 search for W → eν events10 was presented at a
CERN seminar on the following day (January 21, 1983). Six events containing an
electron with pT > 15GeV/c were identified among the 1982 data. Figure 13 shows
the distribution of the ratio between |!pmiss

T | and the electron pT for these events.
Also shown in Fig. 13 is the electron pT distribution for the events with a |!pmiss

T |
value comparable to the electron pT (four events). These events have the properties
expected from W → eν decay.
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Combining all channels together: 
 H γγ, 4l: full 2011 and 2012 datasets (~ 10.7 fb-1 ) and improved analyses 
 all other channels (H WW(*) lνlν, H ττ, WH lνbb, ZH llbb, ZH ννbb,   
    ZZ  llνν, H ZZ  llqq; H WWlνqq): full 2011 dataset (up to 4.9 fb-1)  
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Fig. 10. UA1 distribution of the missing transverse momentum (called EMIS
T in this plot) for

equal bins of (EMIS
T )2. The events shown as dark areas in this plot contain a high pT electron.

from momentum conservation that !pmiss
T is equal to the neutrino transverse

momentum.
Figure 10 shows the |!pmiss

T | distribution, as measured by UA1 from the 1982
data.9 There is a component decreasing approximately as |!pmiss

T |2 due to the effect
of calorimeter resolution in events without significant |!pmiss

T |, followed by a flat
component due to events with genuine |!pmiss

T |. Six events with high |!pmiss
T | in the

distribution of Fig. 10 contain a high-pT electron. The !pmiss
T vector in these events

is almost back-to-back with the electron transverse momentum vector, as shown in
Fig. 11. These events are interpreted as due to W → eνe decay. This result was first
announced at a CERN seminar on January 20, 1983. Figure 12 shows the graphics
display of one of these events.

The results from the UA2 search for W → eν events10 was presented at a
CERN seminar on the following day (January 21, 1983). Six events containing an
electron with pT > 15GeV/c were identified among the 1982 data. Figure 13 shows
the distribution of the ratio between |!pmiss

T | and the electron pT for these events.
Also shown in Fig. 13 is the electron pT distribution for the events with a |!pmiss

T |
value comparable to the electron pT (four events). These events have the properties
expected from W → eν decay.
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Combining all channels together: 
 H γγ, 4l: full 2011 and 2012 datasets (~ 10.7 fb-1 ) and improved analyses 
 all other channels (H WW(*) lνlν, H ττ, WH lνbb, ZH llbb, ZH ννbb,   
    ZZ  llνν, H ZZ  llqq; H WWlνqq): full 2011 dataset (up to 4.9 fb-1)  
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The Higgs particle shows up here 
but theory needs it in order to go there

Most direct theory implications are at high En. 
The role of the Higgs as part of the microscopic description  
of the EW force must be verified by high energy experiments
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Muon Collider Physics: a SM view

The muon collider will probe a new regime of EW (+H) force:  
 

Plenty of cool things will happen: 
Electroweak Restoration. The  group emerging, finally! 
Electroweak Radiation in nearly massless broken gauge theory. 
Never observed, never computed (and we don’t know how!) 
The partonic content of the muon: EW bosons, neutrinos, gluons, tops, … 
Copious scattering of 5 TeV neutrinos! 
The particle content of partons: e.g., find Higgs in tops, or in W’s, etc 
Neutrino jets will be observed, and many more cool things 

E ≫ mW

SU(2) × U(1)

ν W
e

<latexit sha1_base64="hc7ANWJbAF+kqxEZfICI9UBRO+o=">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</latexit>
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EW theory is weakly coupled, but observables are not IR safe

EW symmetry is broken: 
EW color is observable ( ). 
KLN Theorem non-applicable. 
(inclusive observables not safe) 

EW theory is Weakly-Coupled  
The IR cutoff is physical

W ≠ Z

First-Principle predictions 
must be possible 

For arbitrary multiplicity final state

Practical need of computing  
EW Radiation effects  

Enhanced by  log(2) E2/m2
EW

Scale separation entails enhancement of Radiation effect.

Like QCD ( ) and QED ( ), but:E ≫ ΛQCD E ≫ mγ = 0

Ecm ≫ mWLarge muon 
collider energy

Small IR 
cutoff scale

Theory Challenges
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EW theory is weakly coupled, but observables are not IR safe

Scale separation entails enhancement of Radiation effect.

Quantitatively, resummation is needed.
exp [−g2/16π2 log2(E2

cm/m2
w) × Casimir] ≈ exp[−1]

10 TeV MuC
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Table 2: The operators under consideration in their “SILH” [73] form and, after using the
equations of motion, expressed as a linear combination of Warsaw [74] operators. Yf is the
hypercharge of the fermionic field f . In the operators involving the 3rd family the fields t and q
denote respectively the right-handed and left-handed top quark.

Process N (Ex) N (S-I) E↵. O0

2W O0

2B O0

W O0

B O0(3)
qD O0(1)

qD O0

uD

e+ e� 6794 9088 100% X X
e⌫e — 2305 100% X X

µ+ µ� 206402 254388 100% X X
µ ⌫µ — 93010 100% X X
⌧+ ⌧� 6794 9088 25% X X
⌧⌫⌧ — 2305 50% X X

jj (Nt) 19205 25725 100% X X
jj (Ch) — 5653 100% X X

c c̄ 9656 12775 25% X X
cj — 5653 50% X X
b b̄ 4573 6273 64% X X X X
t t̄ 9771 11891 5% X X X X X
b t — 5713 57% X X X X X
Z0h 680 858 26% X X

W+
0 W�

0 1200 1456 44% X X
W+

T W�

T 2775 5027 44%

W±h — 506 19% X X
W±

0 Z0 — 399 23% X X
W±

T ZT — 2345 23%

Table 3: The exclusive and semi-inclusive processes employed for the sensitivity projections.
The operators that give a growing-with-energy contribution to each operator are labeled with a
check mark. The expected number of events (before e�ciencies) is for Ecm = 10 TeV with the
integrated luminosity (35). 21
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= charged
Semi-Inclusive X-S

Two hard bodies of 
definite EW color. 
EW bosons allowed.

Exclusive X-S

Two hard bodies with 
definite EW color. 
Veto on EW bosons.

Ecm ≫ mWLarge muon 
collider energy

Small IR 
cutoff scale
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Principal Challenges — Key R&D
Environmental impact: 
• MuC is smaller and less power-consuming than other options 
• Requires mitigation of the effect of neutrinos from muon decay  

Beam movers plus adequate orientation make environmental impact negligible 
• Possible infrastructure reuse would strongly impact full lifecycle assessment
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Radiation dose from neutrinosNeutrino Flux Mitigation

D. Schulte Muon Collider, Collider Forum 1, October 2021

Need mitigation of arcs at 10+ TeV: idea of Mokhov, Ginneken to move beam in aperture
Our approach: move collider ring components, e.g. vertical bending with 1% of main field

Need to study mover system, 
magnet, connections 
and impact on beam

15 cm

~2 x 600 m Opening angle ± 1 mradian

14 TeV, in 200 m deep tunnel 
comparable to LHC case

14

t1

t2
s1

neutrinos

Neutrino Hazard “Ring” dose and “straight section” 
dose
(plot from B.King, hep-ex/005006)

4

Expected scaling laws:
Ring:          N * E3, from Energy*cross section*1/
Straight: : N *E4, from Energy*cross section*1/ *1/

arc

Concentrate neutrino cone from arcs 
can approach legal limits for 14 TeV

Goal is to reduce to level similar to LHC

3 TeV, 200 m deep tunnel is about OK

Working on different 
approaches for experimental 
insertion

Legal limit: 1 mSv/year 
IMCC goal: below threshold  
                     for legal procedure  
                         < 10µSv/year 
LHC achieved: < 5 µSv/year

With opening angle of 1 mrad:  
 
14 TeV MuC as safe as LHC 

Need to engineer mover system  
and study impact on beams

Neutrino Flux Mitigation

D. Schulte Muon Collider, Collider Forum 1, October 2021

Need mitigation of arcs at 10+ TeV: idea of Mokhov, Ginneken to move beam in aperture
Our approach: move collider ring components, e.g. vertical bending with 1% of main field

Need to study mover system, 
magnet, connections 
and impact on beam

15 cm

~2 x 600 m Opening angle ± 1 mradian

14 TeV, in 200 m deep tunnel 
comparable to LHC case

14

t1

t2
s1

neutrinos

Neutrino Hazard “Ring” dose and “straight section” 
dose
(plot from B.King, hep-ex/005006)

4

Expected scaling laws:
Ring:          N * E3, from Energy*cross section*1/
Straight: : N *E4, from Energy*cross section*1/ *1/

arc

Concentrate neutrino cone from arcs 
can approach legal limits for 14 TeV

Goal is to reduce to level similar to LHC

3 TeV, 200 m deep tunnel is about OK

Working on different 
approaches for experimental 
insertion
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Principal Challenges — Key R&D
Environmental impact: 
• MuC is smaller and less power-consuming than other options 
• Requires mitigation of the effect of neutrinos from muon decay  

Beam movers plus adequate orientation make environmental impact negligible 
• Possible infrastructure reuse would strongly impact full lifecycle assessment

Detector and MDI: 
• BIB from muon decay is manageable.  

First detector design and full sim results already available and more will come 
• Timing resolution and radiation hardness for components R&D
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Experiment Design

Design detector for precision at multi-TeV scale 
• Extract physics from GeV- and from TeV-energy particles  
• Built-in sensitivity to “unconventional” signatures

The BIB is under control. See EPJC Review 
• Demonstrated LHC-level performances with CLIC-like design 
• Sensitivity to Higgs production 
• Disappearing/short tracks detection  
→ Thermal Higgsino & 3 TeV MuC!

Exciting opportunities ahead 
• Explore new detector concepts 
• Identify and pursue key R&D requirements for 

technology development in next 20 years 
• New challenges → new techniques that could be 

ported back to HL-LHC and F.C. 
• Tackle the gigantic physics program of the MuC!

4. Detector

Fig. 4.1: Muon collider detector concept. From the innermost to the outermost regions, it includes the
nozzles (cyan), the tracking system (light green), the electromagnetic calorimeter (yellow green), the
hadronic calorimeter (red), the superconducting solenoid (light blue), and muon detectors (light green
and blue).

Fig. 4.2: Energy and arrival time, with respect to the bunch crossing time, of the beam-induced back-
ground particles when they enter the detector.

of suppressing the beam-induced background and keeping the signal efficiencies as high as possible:

– time measurements with excellent resolution: at this CoM energy resolutions ranging from 30 to
60 ps for the tracking system, and around 100 ps for the calorimeters are evaluated to be appropri-
ate with the detector technologies available at the time of HL-LHC; the time resolution due to the

50
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Target Detector performances

Note unique muon collider opportunity to tag very forward muons from VBF 
  → Invisible or untagged Higgs (absolute coupling) 
  → Angular correlations for Higgs CP, VBS characterisation, etc 
  → Higgs-portal DM and other BSM

Physics targets for optimisation: Higgs precision; heavy resonances; disappearing tracks
Timing for BIB suppression, but also low-β particles tagging 25



Principal Challenges — Key R&D
Environmental impact: 
• MuC is smaller and less power-consuming than other options 
• Requires mitigation of the effect of neutrinos from muon decay  

Beam movers plus adequate orientation make environmental impact negligible 
• Possible infrastructure reuse would strongly impact full lifecycle assessment

Detector and MDI: 
• BIB from muon decay is manageable.  

First detector design and full sim results already available and more will come 
• Timing resolution and radiation hardness for components R&D

Muons production and cooling: 
• Proton beam and target design; R&D of 20T HTS solenoid in synergy with fusion  
• Prototyping cooling cell (RF in MF could be built soon) 
• Cooling demonstrator facility: go way beyond already successful MICE 
• Build final cooling cell (30/40 T w/ absorber integration) 
• Plus RF test stand, target/materials radiation tests, …

26



Muon Collider Facility
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Ionisation Cooling

  

Absorber

 Beam loses energy in absorbing material
 Absorber removes momentum in all directions
 RF cavity replaces momentum only in longitudinal direction
 End up with beam that is more straight

 Demonstrated by the Muon Ionisation Cooling Experiment

Solution: Ionisation Cooling

MUONSRF

28



  13

Cooling Demonstrator

 Build on MICE
 Longitudinal and transverse cooling
 Re-acceleration
 Chaining together multiple cells
 Routine operation

Cooling Demonstrator
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Principal Challenges — Key R&D
Environmental impact: 
• MuC is smaller and less power-consuming than other options 
• Requires mitigation of the effect of neutrinos from muon decay  

Beam movers plus adequate orientation make environmental impact negligible 
• Possible infrastructure reuse would strongly impact full lifecycle assessment

Detector and MDI: 
• BIB from muon decay is manageable.  

First detector design and full sim results already available and more will come 
• Timing resolution and radiation hardness for components R&D

Muons production and cooling: 
• Proton beam and target design; R&D of 20T HTS solenoid in synergy with fusion  
• Prototyping cooling cell (RF in MF could be built soon) 
• Cooling demonstrator facility: go way beyond already successful MICE 
• Build final cooling cell (30/40 T w/ absorber integration) 
• Plus RF test stand, target/materials radiation tests, …

Accelerator and collider: 
• RCS and collider ring are being designed 
• Non-available 16 T would still allow 10 TeV with less luminosity 30



Take-home messages

Coordinated MuC R&D effort is progressing: 
• Led by Europe after extraordinarily quick expertise ramp-up 
• Key US competences will re-enter after P5 recommendation implementation

  25

Particle Physics Community

 Huge “grass roots” interest from the particle and 
accelerator physics community
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Take-home messages

Coordinated MuC R&D effort is progressing: 
• Led by Europe after extraordinarily quick expertise ramp-up 
• Key US competences will re-enter after P5 recommendation implementation

IMCC Evaluation Report will detail R&D path 
• A cooling demonstrator facility. 
• Many smaller-scale technology demonstrators

Unique physics opportunities 
• Explore 10 TeV scale 
• New strategies to address old questions: 

Higgs characterisation in VBF 
Energy&Accuracy 
Lepton and quark flavour at high-energy 

• New questions from new strategies: 
EW+Higgs physics in novel regime 
Neutrino beam
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Take-home messages

Why working on the MuC? — Because is new! 
• The first collider of its species! 
• Challenges/opportunities in all areas of accelerator physics 
• Plus, technology synergies 
• Opportunity also for Physics, Experiment, Detector: 

A lot of cool LHC physics was done decades before the LHC started 
And LHC physics was built on decades of previous proton collider experience! 
Twenty years is barely enough to be ready!

New enthusiasm on muon colliders: 
• In spite of (actually, because of!) the risk of failure 
• Scientists like working on what is new and difficult 
• Opportunity—see P5 outcome—for collider physics at large
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Technically limited timeline [Stay tuned for consolidated timeline release]
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Fig. 12 A technically limited timeline for the muon collider R&D programme.

The performance and cost of the facility would be1392

established in detail. A programme of test stands and1393

prototyping of equipment would be performed over a1394

five-year period, including a cooling cell prototype and1395

the possibility of beam tests in a cooling demonstra-1396

tor. This programme is expected to be consistent with1397

the development of high field solenoid and dipole mag-1398

nets that could be exploited for both the final stages1399

of cooling and the collider ring development. A techni-1400

cal design phase would follow in the early 2030s with1401

a continuing programme focusing on prototyping and1402

pre-series development before production for construc-1403

tion begins in the mid-2030s, to enable delivery of a1404

3 TeV MuC by 2045. The programme is flexible, in or-1405

der to match the prioritisation and timescales defined1406

by the next ESPPU, P5 and equivalent processes.1407

3.1.6 Principle technical challenges1408

The timeline described above is technically limited by1409

the time required to address a number of key technical1410

challenges.1411

– The collider can potentially produce a high neutrino1412

flux that might lead to neutron showering far from1413

the collider. A scheme is under study to ensure that1414

the e↵ect is negligible.1415

– Beam impurities such as products of muon decay1416

may strike the detector causing beam-induced back-1417

ground. The detector and machine need to be si-1418

multaneously optimised in order to ensure that the1419

physics reach is not limited by this e↵ect.1420

– The collider ring and the acceleration system that1421

follows the muon cooling can limit the energy reach.1422

These systems have not been studied for 10 TeV or1423

higher energy. The collider ring design impacts the1424

neutrino flux and the design of the machine-detector1425

interface.1426

– The production of a high-quality muon beam is re-1427

quired to achieve the desired luminosity. Optimisa-1428

tion and improved integration are required to achieve1429

the performance goal, while maintaining low power1430

consumption and cost. The source performance also1431

impacts the high-energy design.1432

The technology options and mitigation measures that1433

can address these challenges are described in some de-1434

tail below.1435

3.2 Proton driver1436

The MuC proton driver has similarities with existing1437

and proposed high intensity proton facilities such as1438

those used for neutron and neutrino production. Out-1439

line parameters are listed in Table 2. The technology1440

choices for the MuC, in particular for acceleration and1441

bunch compression, have not yet been determined.1442

The main part of the proton source follows exist-1443

ing pulsed proton driver designs, for example similar to1444
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Ionisation Cooling
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Particle Physics Community

 Huge “grass roots” interest from the particle and 
accelerator physics community
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Collaboration Board (ICB)
• Elected chair: Nadia Pastrone
• 50 full members, 60+ total

Steering Board (ISB)
• Chair Steinar Stapnes
• CERN members: Mike Lamont, Gianluigi Arduini
• ICB members: Dave Newbold (STFC), Pierre Vedrine (CEA), 

N. Pastrone (INFN), Beate Heinemann (DESY), successor of 
Mats Lindroos† (ESS)

• Study members: SL and deputies

Advisory Committee

Coordination committee (CC)
• Study Leader: Daniel Schulte
• Deputies: Andrea Wulzer, Donatella Lucchesi, Chris Rogers

Will integrated the US also in the leadership

IMCC Organisation
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